Your Trainer
This workshop will be under the tuition of the Magister of the
Hermetic Order of the Temple of Starlight®: Ina Cüsters-van
Bergen is a Third Degree Adept of Western Mystery Tradition,
from the lineage of Dion Fortune. Ina is the author of the book
‘The Temple of High Magic’, of the Solo Magical Training, and of
the Temple Training programmes of the Order. Ina has build up
an international name in designing and organizing exclusive and
intensive weekend workshops. Ina is a certified socio therapist and
has worked as a trainer and manager in psychiatric healthcare
organisations. In her trainings she combines archaic alchemical
and magical techniques with modern methods like hypnosis, NLP,
family constellations and systemic therapy.
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Unfold the Magical Triangle and walk the
steep road towards the stars

For whom is this workshop?
This workshop is of interest to both beginners and advanced
students who want to participate in Mystery Drama and/or
Ceremonial Magic.
Price € 385,00
Times: From 9.30- + 19.00 0’clock
The Hermetic Order of the Temple of Starlight
Waterwerk 80
3063 HB Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Tel 0031-610599875
Email info@templeofstarlight.eu
www.templeofstarlight.eu
Workshoplocation
Ripperdastraat 13
Haarlem the Netherlands

A five day intensive training in High Magic with

Ina Cüsters-van Bergen
Autumn 2010
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Unfold the Magical Triangle and walk the steep road
towards the stars
The call of the Spirit Guides is the start of an extraordinary journey,
leading into the Dark Night of the Soul … by Ina Cüsters-van
Bergen
Are you ready to undertake the Mountain Climb into the higher
realms of the Tree of Life? The journey into the spiritual worlds is
often compared with a mountain climb. During these five intensive
days full of ritual, lectures and meditation
You will be called and helped by Inner Plane beings, and you
will slowly open up to their reality.
You will learn magical exercises that will increase your
magical powers.
Mythological drama will open you up to the reality of the
Inner Worlds.
During these lessons we will as well expand on building the
Interior Castle of the Soul.
You will learn how to work with ancient myths, and to search
for the deeper meaning behind symbols. You will apply what
you have learned in ritual and mystery drama
1. The Sea Mother In this lesson you will learn some secrets
about the nature of the Universe. Who is the Sea-mother who
lives between the Stars? What can we learn from her
mythology. Spiritual work is like fishing, but who is fishing,
and who is the fish?
2. The Purification Mountain Mountains were often used as
a sacred symbol. A mountainpath is often a metaphor for the
journey of the soul. You are called by the spirit guides of the
Higher Realms. Who is calling? Meet your guides on the road
and hear the whisperings of the Higher Mind on the Path of
Peh.

3. The Temple of the Lady with the Shining Face.

Entering the Sephirah Netzach, you will learn some of the
secrets of Magical Polarity and using the Powers of
Attraction. More spirit guides will make themselves known
to you. Learn to tune into those realms of inspiration, and
how to use the Arts to improve your magical work.

4. The Garden with the Two Fountains
In the Garden of Delight the Voice of Divine Love becomes a
part of your personal experience. The spirits will contact your
in your sleep, during your meditation, and on off-moments.
You will learn exercises to improve the Contacts, and to
invoke their powers.
5. The Sacrifice of the Son of the Morning
The road ascending the Mountain takes another turn, and you
will work with the mythology of the Heavenly Battles. Why
are there battling forces in the Universe, and how do they fit
into the schedule of the Unfolding Univese. Why do some
gods sacrifice themselves?
For whom is this course?
This workshop is of interest to both beginners and advanced
students who want to understand the Western Mystery
Tradition, and who want to learn about Mystery Drama
and/or learn about the practice of Ceremonial Magic.
Every meeting you bring:
1. Writing material, a ritual robe and a personal candle,
2. You will be informed on further details in by our newsletter
and our forum.
!!! Places are limited, so register right away to be assured of
participation.

